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Award winning news & media literacy programmes

NewsWise
(7-11 year olds)

Award-winning news literacy, 
delivering in schools around the UK

Behind the Headlines
(ages 12+)

Inspirational news and media 
programmes for young people



NewsWise: Make it fun. Make it real.



The NewsWise programme

● Teacher training 

● ‘Enter the Newsroom’ workshop delivered by NewsWise team

● Complete unit of work with all resources and lesson plans - delivered 
by teachers in the classroom

● Q&A with a journalist

● Ongoing support and input from NewsWise team



● Embeds learning in an authentic real world context

● Uses real, high-quality, engaging news stories and models for writing

● Develops critical literacy skills in the context of reading news 
(evaluating the trustworthiness of information, examining author 
intention, analysis of language)

● Pupils produce real news stories, for
a real purpose and real audience = 

motivation
and high-quality, authentic 

writing

● Equips children with the confidence to 
navigate the online world

The NewsWise approach



NewsWise has three themes:

● Understanding and 

engaging with news

● Critically navigating 

news

● Reporting news



An immersive experience



Real journalists in the classroom

“My pupils were absolutely gripped by our journalist 

who was both kind and engaging. It made the whole 

thing more 'real' for them!”

“I really enjoyed volunteering and passing my knowledge 

on to the pupils. Equally, I enjoyed hearing the intelligent 

views and questions from pupils, and was really impressed 

with their news reports at the end.” 

“The journalist was kind and taught us a lot about 

news and when we had a question they would listen to 

us and take us seriously and they were fun”



“The classes were so affected by 

the Windrush stories that they 

wanted to know more ... I have 

rarely seen children so engaged. 

They saw the power of the media 

in changing minds. They realised 

that they aren't powerless, that 

news organisations can change 

governments’ minds.”

“It was amazing to see how they 
questioned issues such as the 
Windrush scandal and I felt I 
could really see them developing 
as citizens in front of my eyes!”

“The pupils were outraged that 
this had happened in our country 
but also came away with a real 
understanding of the power of 
the media to do good.”





Children as journalists

● Learning by doing

● Empowering - agency

● Respecting others opinions

● Understanding the world

● Better writing outcomes

● Pupil voice

“NewsWise also produced the best 
writing I received from my class 
during the whole academic year! It 
may sound simple but using real 
world news to bring it to life and add 
context really revolutionised the way 
I taught the news.”



Impact of the programme (2021-22)



Behind the Headlines

Opening up the world of news to young 
people 11-25

Our news and media literacy programme for 
secondary and higher education students is 
rooted in

● trusted journalism
● curriculum
● education best practice

and informed by our participants.



Media literacy workshops 

Free news and media literacy workshops for 

schools & colleges 

Virtual and blended learning

● Fake or for real 

● Make a local newspaper  

● Feature writing 

● Future of news 

Education Centre (Sept 2022)

● News editing 

● Q&A university sessions 



UK News 
Literacy 
Network
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